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Agenda

INTRODUCTION ASSET 
INTELLIGENCE

STRETCHING THE 
BOUNDARIES



From ‘maintenance’ to ‘asset management’

First 
Generation

Second 
Generation

Third 
Generation

Fourth 
Generation

• Fix when it fails
• Downtime does not 

matter
• Maintenance is a 

burden
• Assets simple and 

over engineered

• Scheduled 
maintenance

• Greater focus on 
dependency

• Systems for 
planning work

• Condition 
monitoring

• Design for reliability 
and maintainability

• Failure Mode and 
Effects Analysis

• Asset Management
• Whole-life costing
• Predictive 

Maintenance
• E-Maintenance



Asset Management demands a holistic approach for 
managing ‘value’

Value-driven System-wide Whole-Life Strategic



Taking a holistic approach reduces risk and improves 
service assurance

Fleet-wide Maintenance Planning Customised Service Strategy



Understanding and managing the needs of stakeholders is 
critical for effective service performance

Managing an Infrastructure Network Managing an Asset Portfolio



STATUS: NORMAL

'Asset Intelligence’ exploits the power of data to realise 
value from assets

STATE: ON

POWER: 999 MW

HOURS: 934

ALERT: ABNORMAL OPERATION!

ACTION: REDUCE LOAD BY 25%

SEE THINK LEARN ACT

ALERT: SHUTDOWN IN 7±2 MINS

DIGITAL TWIN



Data analytics improves our understanding of system 
behaviour and performance

Anomaly detection and diagnosis

Predicting equipment failures Network performance simulation and 
criticality analysis



We can stretch the idea of asset intelligence further…

See Think Learn Act Communicate Cooperate Achieve



A ‘social network’ of intelligent assets can collaborate to 
learn failure patterns faster 



Intelligent assets can help each other out autonomously in 
times of trouble

Twin   Twin   Twin   
Twins   

System Twin



Intelligent assets can collaborate by sharing their ‘models’ 

Federated Learning for Prognostics Hierarchical Learning



‘Agents’ form the core enabler of asset intelligence

Agent system reference architectureInternal architecture of ‘containerised’ agents



‘Supervisory control’ of the digital infrastructure enabled by 
agents



Architectural options need to be considered carefully for 
implementing asset intelligence

Supervisor Supervisor

Global Supervisor

Local SupervisorLocal Supervisor Local Supervisor

Supervisor

Controller Controller Controller Controller

Controller Controller Controller Controller



Concluding remarks

• A holistic and strategic approach for infrastructure asset management is critical 
for maximizing value from the network

• Digitalisation has the potential to radically improve the way we manage the 
network

• Lots of challenges remain – design, cost, trust, …



Our team



Many thanks to our BT colleagues

• Henry Brice
• Steve Cassidy
• Arjun Parekh
• Tim Sanmoogan
• Peter Willis
• David Yearling
• and others… 



Thank you
www.linkedin.com/in/ajithparlikad

@AjithParlikad

ajith.parlikad@eng.cam.ac.uk

https://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/research/asset-management/
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